EPISODIC ENDOGENETIC-DRIVEN ATMOSPHERIC AND HYDROLOGIC CYCLES AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE GEOLOGIC RECORDS OF THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES, MARS


Diverse evidence shows a direct correlation between episodic endogenic events of the Tharsis magmatic complex (TMC)/Superplume [1], flood inundations in the northern plains [2], and glacial/lacustrine/ice sheet activity in the south polar region, which includes Hellas and Argyre impact basins (Fig. 1) [3-5], corroborating the MEGAOUTFLO hypothesis [6,7]. The TMC encompasses a total surface area of approximately 2 x 10^5 km^2, which is slightly larger than the estimated size of the Southern Pacific Superplume [8]. These hydrologic events include (1) a Noachian to possibly Early Hesperian oceanic epoch and related atmospheric and environmental change (a water body covering about 1/3 of the planet’s surface area [9]) related to the incipient development of Tharsis Superplume and the northwestern sloping valleys (NSVs) [10,11] and possibly early circum-Chryse development [12-14], the northwest and northeast watersheds of Tharsis, respectively, (2) a smaller ocean [6-7, 15-17] inset within the former larger ocean related to extensive Late Hesperian to Early Amazonian effusive volcanism at Tharsis [18] and Elysium [19-20] and incisement of the circum-Chryse outflow system [e.g.,12-13]. During this time, magmatic/plume-driven tectonic activity transitioned into more centralized volcanism [4,21]. This Late Hesperian water body may have simply diminished into smaller seas and/or lakes [22] during the Amazonian Period, or renewed activity at Tharsis [21] and Elysium [20,23] resulted in brief perturbations from the prevailing cold and dry climatic conditions to later form minor seas or lakes [2]. All of the hydrologic phases transitioned into extensive periods of quiescence [1,2].

Dynamic, pulse-like, magmatic activity, especially at Tharsis [10] is partly the result of a stagnant-lid lithospheric regime where the internal heat of the planet builds over time to catastrophically erupt magmas and volatiles at the martian surface [1,6,7]. This is not to be unexpected, as pulses of activity are also documented for the Southern Pacific Superplume on Earth where present plate tectonism is recorded [8]. On Mars, the primary releases of the stored-up internal heat of the planet occur at dominant vent regions such as at Tharsis and Elysium and along pre-existing zones of weaknesses related to earlier magmatism and tectonism. This may include both impact events and plate tectonism during the earlier stages of planetary development [1,24]. Persistent periods of quiescence transpired between these violent outbursts sending the planet back into a dormant deep freeze [1,25], with the exception of areas where elevated geotherms persist and local hydrologic activity occurs.

Following a persistent deep freeze and ever thickening cryosphere, an Ontong Java-sized event on Mars (especially considering it is unvegetated and less than half the size of Earth, allowing a far greater impact to the climatic system) would trigger enhanced atmospheric conditions and hydrologic dynamics. A prime example of this process is observed during the Late Noachian/Early Hesperian: a time when magmatic-driven activity included the emplacement of older wrinkle ridged materials in the Thaumasia Planum region, the formation of the Thaumasia plateau, and major development of the primary centers of activity, Syria and central Valles (Stage 2 of Tharsis Superplume evolution; see [4,10-11,21]).

Though variation in the orbital parameters of Mars must be considered as a contributing influence on environmental change [26], a direct correlation between endogenic activity at Tharsis (and to a lesser extent Elysium) and global aqueous activity on Mars is observed in the geologic and paleohydrologic records of Mars (schematically portrayed in Fig. 1), including: (1) inundations in the northern plains and relatively short-lived climatic perturbations [1,2,6-7,25], (2) growth and retreat of the south polar ice sheet [5], (3) glacial and lacustrine activity in and partly surrounding Hellas [27] and Argyre [3-4], (4) outflow channel activity at NSVs [10-11] and circum-Chryse [e.g.,12-13], (5) formation of the Tharsis Montes aureole deposits [28], and development of impact crater lakes [29,30]. As such, any theoretic modeling of martian atmospheric or surface conditions must take into account endogenic-driven activity as distinctly expressed in the geologic record.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram portraying the spatial and temporal occurrence of major geologic and hydrologic events in martian history.